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During the brand building process, every one of us must go
back to square one and ask, “W HAT IS BRANDING?”
And surprisingly enough, many folks have a difficult time
answering that question.
At the surface, we all think we know what BRANDING is.
Everyone has a favorite BRAND. When we visit the grocery
store, we’re surrounded by brands. It’s simple! Right?
What does the term really mean? If I asked you to tell me what
a brand was in one sentence, could you do it?
If so, could you effectively use that knowledge and build a
SUCCESSFUL brand? Could you implement a brand building
strategy to build an audience, craft a culture, AND hit your
sales goals?
The term “BRAND” or “BRANDING”, in large part, has become
misunderstood… to the point where many businesses don’t
really eve know what it means. In fact, this is why many young
businesses fail. They don’t know the ins and outs of their own
brand - and because of this, they don’t know how to sell to their
audience (we’ll get to this in a bit).
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WHAT IS A BRAND,
E X A C T LY ?

WE ASKED SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURS AND
BUSINESSES WHAT THEIR SECRETS TO BRANDING WERE…
And boy, did they deliver!
Throughout this guide, we will be featuring their responses.
We asked them two questions:
1. What do you think the most important aspect of branding
is?
2. What do you think most branding beginners are lacking?
These entrepreneurs, individuals, and companies are no
strangers to brand building. They have been able to rise above
the noise of the world, making their story known. We are
psyched to include them in this guide! There’s a lot we can
learn from them.
So, if you know the basics of branding, feel free to use this
guide as a tool to bolster and hone in on your brand!
If you’re here because you found yourself asking “what is
branding”, then you’ve also come to the right place!
The tools and information below are for those who are ready
to tell their story. What about you? Ready to build a long
lasting foundation for your business?

WHAT IS A BRAND, EXACTLY?

If the common non-marketing civilian were asked what “brand” means, they’d
probably answer by saying:
• A company
• A type of product
• or a logo
When people think “brand”, they think Tide, McDonalds, Gatorade, Under
Armour… But for marketers and business owners, this isn’t the case.
“Branding” does not equal “a business.” YOU should define a brand as the
customer’s perception of your company. This is what Rhonda told us about
branding --
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RHONDA SWAN
- AU T H O R A N D B R A N D S T R AT E G I S T Today’s currency is influence and branding.
Why should you care about branding? Because these days,
everyone will Google you before they visit your restaurant, buy
your products, hire you to perform a service, loan money to you
or invest capital in your new or existing venture. Any time you
interact with people– online or off– your brand will matter.
[...] Never before have you had the chance to build a brand like you
can today, then leverage it to expand your business, increase your
sales, and enhance your credibility and your bottom line.
Despite these tremendous opportunities for entrepreneurs, many
are oblivious to them and cling to a by-gone era where timehonored business plans and approaches to promoting a business
focused on advertising and not engagement and influence.
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WHAT IS A BRAND, EXACTLY?
So a brand is MORE than a logo or product. It’s the story behind the product. It’s the
reason for the product’s existence.
This is why businesses hire branding teams for thousands upon thousands of dollars.
Your brand is a precursor to success, and if it’s not rock solid, neither will be your sales or
longevity.
Here’s what C oSchedule’s Content Marketing Lead told us–

BEN SAILER
C O N T E N T M A R K E T I N G L E A D , C O S C H E D U L E
When it comes to branding, I think beginners tend to focus solely on
the visual elements of branding, while forgetting that a strong brand
is essentially a strong promise to your customers. It encompasses
everything from your aesthetic, to your voice, to the core value
proposition that you have to offer.
The most successful companies take a holistic approach to their brand
and commit to upholding it everywhere they have an interaction with
their audience.
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WHAT IS A BRAND, EXACTLY?
TO REITERATE OUR POINT, LOOK AT THE IMAGES BELOW:

If you take away one thing from this entire guide, remember this: THESE
LOGOS ARE JUST A PART OF THESE COMPANIES’ BRANDING.
That Lyft logo is just one small piece of the branding pie. It’s a small
representation of the ENTIRE story of Lyft.
That Blue Apron logo helps tell Blue Apron’s story. It resonates with the
foundational values of the company, or at least many of them.
Is branding starting to make sense? It’s everything you do as a company or
individual - summed up in a way that speaks to your customer!
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WHAT IS A BRAND, EXACTLY?

Here’s what Julie Stojan had to say–

JULIE STOJAN
- F O U N D E R A N D C E O , C R E A T E Y O U R L A P T O P L I F E Branding is so much more than just design, colors, and fonts. Branding
is even more than just how your products make people feel.
Branding is identity. It’s something your customers want to put on
- like a new pair of high end brand jeans. Good branding creates an
identity shift for your customers so they can become someone else
they want to be. Someone with increased status, connection, and
significance.
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WHAT IS A BRAND, EXACTLY?
WHY IS BRANDING IMPORTANT?

QUICK LOOK
1. It will provide a consistent experience for your customer.
2. Branding helps you attract your desired target audience.
3. You can adapt to market trends and stay relevant -- giving your
audience the best experience possible.

The sooner your company (or you) begin brand building, the sooner you’ll be
able to vibe with your customer base.
And what do I mean by “VIBE?”
I mean understand. If you put effort into building the STORY of your brand,
you will begin to attract those who want to be a part of that story.
You’re essentially ENGINEERING the way you want to be perceived by your
customer. You will attract the audience YOU want to attract, and you will
understand them -- at least that’s your goal.
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WHAT IS A BRAND, EXACTLY?
Here’s what Jaime from Eventual Millionaire told us–

JAMIE MASTERS
- B U S I N E S S C O A C H A N D A U T H O R , E V E N T U A L M I L L I O N A I R E -

The most important aspect for branding, which most beginners get
completely wrong, is clarity.
Too many times they are trying to SAY EVERYTHING with their
branding instead of just highlighting the core of what they do.
According to the Nielsen Norman Group, most users stick around less
than 59 seconds. Try this test - If someone is at your site for less than
one minute - will they understand what you do, and who you do it for?
I’d challenge you to find 5 of your direct avatar and show them your
brand/site for one minute and see what their interpretation of it is.
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WHAT IS A BRAND, EXACTLY?
If you truly understand your customer, you’ll be able to communicate with
them. Your business will give them what they need, when they need it.
But there’s one major caveat…
It’s impossible to make choices for your customer. Their choices are theirs.
You can’t force them to love you or buy your product.
THIS is what makes brand building so difficult. All you can do is plan, act, and
react.
The best branders in the world react and adapt to current market trends.
They take a long look at their audience and analyze how the brand is viewed
in the eyes of the public. Then they make necessary changes and keep going.
Companies know they have zero control over their customers’ thoughts. So to
combat this, they plan and strategize.

WHO NEEDS A BRAND?
You do!
Brand building is imperative for EVERYONE.
Here’s what Chris Ducker told us about individual branding–
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CHRIS DUCKER
- BEST SELLING AUTHOR AND BUSINESS COACH The biggest mistake I see personal brand beginners making is not defining
themselves properly.
Your story is your business. The very center of your business is sharing
what you have done and can do for other people.
To do that successfully, you’ve got to think about your story and how to
tell it in a way that people will relate to. You don’t know how they may
first encounter you. They may come to hear you speak and be right in front
of you, or they may tune in on a podcast, or find you through an Internet
search or a social media mention.
However or wherever people first meet you, you want them to connect with
you in a deep and personal way, and to do this they must have access to the
very core of what you are all about—your story.
 hat have you done thus far?
W
W here has your experience led you?
W hat big milestones have you achieved in your career?
A re you a family person?
A re you all about the hustle and the grind?
D o you happily work 18 hours a day or get it all done in just six?
W hat do you do for fun?
All these things make up who you are and define you very clearly as an
individual.
The best way to become what I call a ‘Youpreneur’ is to really be YOU 120%
of the time. There’s no room for smoke and mirrors. There are no funny
games to be played. You’ve got to be you all the tim
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WHAT IS A BRAND, EXACTLY?
See, branding isn’t just about engineering a “corporate identity” and outside
perspective of your company.
It’s about managing YOUR name and how other people perceive YOU.
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W H AT D O E S A

BRAND CONSIST OF?

WHAT DOES A BRAND CONSIST OF?
QUICK LOOK
1. A esthetic (company office, style of products, print, emails, packaging,
blogs, logo…)
2. Customer Service
3. Verbiage (the language you use with your employees and customers)
4. The Persona of Your Company
5. Customer Experiences
6. Customer Expectations

A brand consists of anything that affects the perceptions of you or your
company.
Really… ANYTHING.
For instance, imagine Apple got brought up in a conversation with you and
your friends. You all start arguing if PC or Mac is better, looking at each
others’ opinions on the latest Apple products, and talking about your latest
experiences with the company.
Now, Apple’s branding will have an effect on how your group perceives the
company.
What do y’all think about the products?
What does the group think about Apple’s decisions as a company?
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WHAT DOES A BRAND CONSIST OF?
If any of the people in your conversation had a bad experience with Apple…
why?
Is there a reason why someone in the group uses Windows, while another
person is a devoted macolyte?
Now, when I say that a brand consists of ANYTHING that affects perception,
I don’t mean that your company has complete control over every aspect of
branding - I mentioned this earlier.
Branding is complex because you can’t make people think what you want them
to think. You can’t harness the power of mind control to make your customers
view you a certain way.
All you can do is nudge your audience in the right direction. If people are
saying something about your company that’s “off-brand”, find out what needs
to be adjusted and make the change!
That’s what brand building is all about: STRATEGY and ADAPTATION.
This is what Jacob told us–
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WHAT DOES A BRAND CONSIST OF?

JACOB MCMILLEN
- C O P Y W R I T E R A N D C O N T E N T S T R A T E G I S T The #1 branding issue I see new entrepreneurs struggle with is trying to do their branding way too
early in the startup process. A lot of people default to branding because it’s really tangible and
within their comfort zone.

Logo? Check.
Website design? Check.
Business cards? Check.
It feels good to cross off a list and the visuals make you feel like you have a real business, when
the reality is... you don’t. The only thing it takes to have a real business is real customers, and until
you have that, you are just pretending to have a business.

Even worse, if you aren’t a web developer and graphic designer, all of these tasks will take up WAY
too much of your time and money, when both should be invested solely in building your initial
customer base. And to top it all off, you aren’t investing that money in strategic branding. You are
simply financing your own personal artistic expression, which has nothing to do with building a
successful business.

Now all this isn’t to say branding is important. It’s incredibly important, and even more important
than usual in an eCommerce/drop shipping context. Which is why it’s so important that you are
taking your long-term branding cues from your initial customer base. 

Until you have that base, any branding you create will just be random art. But if you wait for that
base to weigh in, get to know them, and see how they respond to different branding iterations,
THEN you can take your brand in a specific, profitable, proven direction
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WHAT DOES A BRAND CONSIST OF?
BRANDING ELEMENTS THAT YOU HAVE CONTROL OF
• Aesthetic (company office, style of products, print, emails, packaging,
blogs, logo…)
• Customer service
• Verbiage (the language you use with your employees and customers)
• The persona of your company
[These points are covered in our persona section below]

BRANDING ELEMENTS THAT YOU DON’T HAVE CONTROL OF
• Customer Experiences
• Customer Expectations
Customer experiences and expectations exist outside of your branding
strategy. Whether you like it or not, a customer’s experience with you may
not be what you intended. Or maybe a customer will say something about
your brand that isn’t what you hoped for.
Even the expectations of the customer are out of your control! Again, all you
can do is pave a clear path for your target audience to walk on. You want to
SHOW THEM what to expect.
If you’re tactful enough, your branding will help you acquire customers that
have your best interest at heart. Here’s what Krista said to us–
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WHAT DOES A BRAND CONSIST OF?

KRISTA MASHORE
- R E A LT O R , A U T H O R , A N D B U S I N E S S C O A C H -

Your digital brand is a representation of you and your product
or service. I believe that you are always on a job interview and
inadvertently anything and everything that you produce is a reflection
of who you are, how you run your business, and how you will serve
your client.
Many people mistake branding as just a logo, color scheme, or fonts.
Those are all important, however, it is so much more. Your brand is
who you are as a company or professional. It depicts whether you are
a Walmart or a Nordstroms, McDonald’s or In-n-Out Burger. Whether
you’re a do it yourself kind of company or hold your hand and walk
you through from beginning to end.
When a consumer thinks of you, your product or service, it should
scream beyond a shadow of a doubt what they will be receiving. There
is no guesswork involved. Your digital online presence and brand says
it all, you had me at “Hello”.
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WHAT DOES A BRAND CONSIST OF?

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF UTILIZING BRANDING ELEMENTS
YOU CAN CONTROL:
Frank wants to open a super high-end mechanic shop. His
target customer is anyone who is serious about taking care of
his/her vehicle.
He also focuses on having the best customer service in the city.
He uses a paperless POS system (like Squarespace), and he
even built an app to show customers the progress of car repair
in real-time. Customers can also schedule their maintenance
appointment in advance online.
Frank’s website is clean, easy to use, and concise.

After reading this, you can probably assume that Frank is targeting a
tech-savvy audience who is willing to pay more for ease of use and customer
care.
BUT– Does that mean that Frank’s actual customer base will be his target
audience? Does Frank have control over how people perceive his company?
No. But Frank can plan, adjust how he does customer service, design his
storefront… but he can’t tell his customers what to think.
If you’re still asking the question, “what is branding?” , keep reading. Let’s dig
in and take a look into each of the elements of branding that you can control.
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DISSECTING

THE BRAND PERSONA

WHAT IS A BRAND PERSONA?
QUICK LOOK
1. I t’s the personality of your company.
2. It’s the key to understanding and communicating with your target
audience.
3. T he brand persona is your mission statement, brand promise, target
audience, and personality attributes of your brand.
4. It’s the first step to forming your brand. It’s the foundation of your
story.

As you begin to take brand building more seriously, you’ll notice the term
“ BRAND PERSONA ” thrown around a lot.
While it may seem like a marketing buzzword at first glance,
BRAND PERSONA is actually vital. Building a brand persona is an integral
step in the branding process, and it should be one of the first things you
develop when starting a business.
So… what is a brand persona exactly?
Think of the brand persona as the PERSONALITY of your company. The best
way to do this is to imagine if your company were a real person.
What type of friends would they attract? What are their likes? Dislikes?
Dreams? Aspirations? Are they nice? Spunky? Honest? Bombastic?
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WHAT IS A BRAND PERSONA?

NADYA KHOJA
- HEAD OF MARKETING, VENNGAGE-

I think when people think of branding, they think ‘logos’ or ‘font
pairings’ etc. And although those components are very important for a
company’s brand, I think what a lot of people forget is everything else
that makes up a brand.
One way I like to look at it is that a brand is a lot like a person, and
like any person, a brand needs to have a certain style, voice, tone,
‘personality’. So my tip is to figure out what kind of personality
you are trying to create, and look at examples of different types of
characters (real or fictional) that could inspire your brand’s overall
style. We also have a comprehensive brand style guide here for more
suggestions and templates.

A brand persona is the culmination of values and attributes that embody your
brand.
I know thinking of your company as a person sounds a bit weird… but it’s one
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WHAT IS A BRAND PERSONA?
of the best ways to hone in your brand persona! And once you have a solid
persona in mind, you can really begin connecting with your target audience.
When decisions are influenced by a brand persona, we’re able to act in a
way that is consistent. We can provide each customer with a consistent
experience whether it be via phone, storefront, on our website, or through
our products.

BRAND PERSONA PART 1: THE JUMP STARTER
You’re probably already brainstorming the type of persona your brand will
have, but here’s a good way to jump start the process and get it rolling:
HOW TO BUILD A BRAND PERSONA:
1. Lay out an extensive list of words (adjectives, characteristics, attributes).
2. Pick several of these words that convey your company.
3. Make sure your ads, copy, design, company procedures, and brand
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WHAT IS A BRAND PERSONA?
personality fit with the list of words used to describe your company.
4. Now create a detailed profile of who you are selling to (process shown in
the section below). Be as detailed as possible!
5. ALWAYS follow your lists to ensure consistency across all channels of your
company. If your selling strategy (or anything else) changes, you need to
update your official brand persona.
If your lists don’t feel right, start over. You NEED to find the right list.
Your brand persona is your foundation, after all. Make it solid and
unbreakable.
To give you an example, we asked Omar Zenhom, CEO & Founder of
WebinarNinja, what three words described their brand. His answer was
approachable, personal, user-focused.
Omar’s three words make sense. H
 is company’s mission is to make it easier
for t heir users to “grow their businesses with webinars.” T hese three words
are part of the branding DNA of WebinarNinja.

BRAND PERSONA PART 2: SNAGGING YOUR TARGET
AUDIENCE
Even if you know nothing about brand building, you probably have an idea of WHO
you will be selling to.
But how much about your potential customer do you know? Their age? Their
gender?
Well… you need to know A LOT more than a couple of things if you’re to implement
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WHAT IS A BRAND PERSONA?
an effective branding strategy.
If you don’t truly know who your target audience is, how will you be able to take
care of them? How will you be able to produce the BEST content in the world for
your audience?
If we know our customer, we will actually be able to serve them how THEY need
to be served. We can produce products that they will love. We can address their
problems and come up with solutions that fit PERFECTLY.
Here’s a list of demographic info from Investopedia. This is how detailed we need to
get when determining our target audience. Of course, we don’t take note of every
demographic known to man, but we need to be detailed.
Below, you’ll see an example of what your list should include when researching your
target audience:
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WHAT IS A BRAND PERSONA?
These are just some of the things you should consider when scouting out your
target audience.
I’d suggest you go even deeper. Know everything you can! This way, you can
effectively help your patrons!

BRAND PERSONA PART 3: THE BRAND PROMISE
Again, let’s go back to the idea of CONSISTENCY. A good brand is consistent
across all channels of your business. Social media experience, customer
support experience, the buying experience… a good brand will have a
consistent message portrayed across all of these channels.
Throughout the process of developing a brand persona, you must keep in
mind that you’re making a sort of contract with your customer… which in
turn, is your brand promise.
In a nutshell, a brand promise is what the customer expects from you. Sure, it
can be what you VERBALLY PROMISE to your customer, but a brand promise
is also what you IMPLY to the customer.
Based on your copy, website, customer service, and products -- what type of
experience does your audience expect? Whether you like it or not, THAT is
your brand promise.
HERE’S HOW YOU COOK UP YOUR OFFICIAL BRAND PROMISE
STATEMENT (if you don’t display this on your site, at least keep it to refer
back to):
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WHAT IS A BRAND PERSONA?
1. Compile the brand persona details we listed out thus far. Remember the
words and phrases that describe your company, your target audience, and
how you extend your services to the customer.
2. Now, write out a promise that is universal to your brand and target
audience. Below are some examples.

“Our mission is to

“Our focus includes

“To be genuine, fun,

create engaged, lifelong

transforming our

contemporary and

relationships. We put

portfolio and offering

different in everything

you at the heart of

healthier options while

we do at a reasonable

everything we do.”

making our food system

price”

more sustainable and
communities more
prosperous.”

Your brand promise must comprise your persona into one short statement or
paragraph, and it should differentiate you from your competitors.
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WHAT IS A BRAND PERSONA?

If your promise is the same as a larger company that has been in business
longer than you have… what’s the point? Why should people buy from you?
You’ve gotta build your brand in a way that makes you stick out of the crowd.
If you stick to your unique promise, your customer base will love you for it.
Here’s what Barry told us about staying true to yourself–

BARRY MAGLIARDITI
F O U N D E R , T H E G A M E C H A N G E R S
I feel the most important aspect of branding is
heart-center and genuine authenticity and showing
people behind the scenes into who you really are
and what you stand for because ultimately our
brand is only a representation of who we really are.
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WHAT IS A BRAND PERSONA?
BRAND PERSONA PART 4: THE MISSION STATEMENT
It’s now (FINALLY) time to create our mission statement.
According to Investopedia, “ a company’s mission statement seeks to define

its culture, values, ethics, and fundamental goals, and how these apply to its
stakeholders. The statement reveals what the company does, how it does it, and
why it does it. A company’s stakeholders – employees, distributors, suppliers,
shareholders, community, etc. – use this statement to align their goals with that of
the company.”
The mission statement sums up your persona. It’s important because it conveys
purpose and identity. Your mission statement is a way for the community to see
what your company does and WHY you do it… and why you’re different than the
other guys.
Here’s something really important that Lindsey of Concrete Blonde Consulting told
us–

LINDSEY MYERS
F O U N D E R ,
C O N C R E T E B L O N D E C O N S U LT I N G
The most important aspect of branding is
authenticity! No matter who you are or what you
do -- the first step should always be to make sure
you are being true to your company’s mission and
values.
Like they say in Oz ... it’s always best to start at
the beginning and this is the very first (and most
critical) step on your journey.
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VISUAL ASPECTS

OF BRAND BUILDING
Let’s move on to the fun stuff that most people think of when
they hear the word “branding” : the aesthetic, visual side.
Many folks think that the visual aspect is the most important
part of the branding process. But before you start drafting up
logos and infographics, remember that everything listed above
in this branding guide should come first.
You must lay a foundation before moving on in the visual
branding process. Building a brand persona will provide
your business with a foundation that takes care of you, your
employees, and the customer.
So if you’re persona is locked in, it’s time to move on!

VISUAL ASPECTS OF BRAND BUILDING
THE LOGO
Again, let’s go back to your brand persona.
Look at the feel of your brand.
Were the words you used to describe your brand something like “courteous,
sympathetic, agreeable, kind, and lively?”
Or maybe they were “perfectionist, punctual, professional, acumen, and
expertise?”
Look at your customer base. Look at your brand promise… Look at
EVERYTHING.
Once you know your brand, it’s safe to start drafting up a logo. If you start
drafting visuals too soon, your logo may not match with your actual brand.
This would attract the wrong audience, send the wrong idea to your customer
base, or it could just look unprofessional.
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VISUAL ASPECTS OF BRAND BUILDING
Here are a few examples of brand promises held in tandem with the brand
logo.

Can you see the correspondence between the brand promise and the logo?
• BLUE APRON - easy, relatable, anyone can participate
• LARABAR - simplicity, organic, relatable
• LYFT - fast, safe, trustworthy
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VISUAL ASPECTS OF BRAND BUILDING
The logos and the promise relay this to the customer. And visually, they also
have a corresponding color scheme…
Which is something you should keep in mind as well.
Yes, I know, it’s A LOT to keep track of. Your logo needs to meld with your
message AND a color scheme AND it all has to resonate with your target
audience…
But lucky for us, we have some awesome tools at our disposal. Keep reading.

SELECTING BRAND STYLE AND COLORS
The goal of all of this is to keep everything ON BRAND.
Everything should fit with your brand persona. Nothing should be out of
place. This includes staying on brand in your:
• I nfographics

• L ogos

• P hotos

• C olors

• S ocial Media Images

• E mail Signatures

All of the items in the list above need to be on brand.
We do this by creating a style guide - selecting fonts, colors, and general
formatting. Then we stick to this style guide at all costs.
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Here are some tools and helpful r esources you can use to develop a style
guide:
• Canva
• A dobe Color Wheel
• Piktochart
• P eletton
• Elle & Co
Below are some infographics, images, and other visuals from Drop Ship
Lifestyle. Do you see how they match a certain color palette? Do you see how
we maintain visual consistency across our media and platforms?
At Drop Ship Lifestyle, we have a story to tell, and we tell that story through
our visuals, logos, and all media. Just look at your favorite brands. See what
colors they use, and where they use them. Look at their media and observe
the style.

THE BRAND VOICE
Now that you have the construction of your color palette under way, you
need to go back to your brand persona.
Again, imagine your company were a person… what would it SOUND like?
If you were to have a conversation with your company, what would you talk
about? How would you interact? How would your brand treat you?
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This is where you decide on a VOICE FOR YOUR BRAND.
Is your brand snarky? Conversational? Aggressive? Helpful?
Your emails, web copy, product descriptions, and ANYTHING WITH WORDS
needs to have a consistent tone of voice.
Look here at the two screenshots of two different donut companies’ “about
us” pages:

Tone of voice: Helpful, familial, cheery
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Tone of voice: Story driven, quirky, boisterous
These companies both sell donuts. But their branding couldn’t be more
different. You can see it in their product, their logos, their images, and their
tone of voice.
If Voodoo Doughnut sounded like Krispy Kreme, it wouldn’t make sense. It
would be OFF BRAND.
This is just one of thousands of examples. Your brand must shine through the
masses, and a consistent brand voice is an effective way to do this.
Here’s what Nick from Side Hustle Nation said to us about consistency–
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NICK LOPER
-C H I E F S I D E - H U S T L E R , S I D E H U S T L E N A T I O N -

I think the most important aspect of branding is consistency. Think of
any brand you respect, and I think you’ll notice a consistency across
their product lines that even follows to their web presence and social
media profiles.
I’m far from perfect on this front, but have been trying to introduce
more consistency into my content — especially the podcast — and into
some of the visual elements on my site.
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TYING IT ALL TOGETHER
More than anything– you need to persevere. Here’s what t he founder of
Codeless told us about the branding process–

BRAD SMITH
- FOUNDER, CODELESS -

So there’s really no other option but to roll up your sleeves, carve out
a unique positioning, and then hammer it home day after day, year
after year.

Folks, you’ve GOT TO persevere. Rome wasn’t built in a day, and neither
will be your optimal brand identity. Keep moving, keep learning, keep
experimenting.
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R E A DY TO CO N T I N U E YO U R

BRANDING JOURNEY?
Whether you’re currently a business owner OR if you don’t even have a
business -- YOU CAN leverage branding to gain immediate success with
your business.
You can compete with the big cats. You can find loyal customers. You can
tactfully engineer how you are perceived in the world.
Incorporating a heaping portion of brand BUILDING STRATEGY into your
business will change EVERYTHING! It will save you more than just time
and money - it will let you sell to the audience YOU want to sell to.
The longer I’m in business, and the more I talk to my students, I realize
that brand building is key to everything we do! Even if you aren’t a drop
shipper or business owner, brand building techniques will help you
establish yourself and help you obtain vision for your future.
That’s why I created our Build Your Brand Course. It’s a premium resource
you can use to overcome many of the obstacles in your way. If you’re ready
to start reaching your audience, start optimizing, and get the process
moving -- swing on over to the course below!

GET STARTED TODAY!

ANTON KRALY

- Creator of Drop Ship Lifestyle -

